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Three Genetic Classes of Animals

• Inbred (inbred derived)

– Animals produced as a result of 20 or more generations of BxS
matings
– Approaches total homozygosity (98.6%)
– Genetic variation should be virtually nonexistent (similar to
monozygotic twins)

• F1 hybrid
– Animals produced by crossing two different inbred strains
(Note: These are not self-perpetuating)

• Non-inbred (random bred or outbred)
–
–
–
–

Animals derived from mating unrelated individuals
Desirable because of their great degree of individual diversity
Need to avoid inbreeding at all costs
Absolute genetic heterogeneity is never achieved
• Selection pressure
• Inbreeding

Genetic Management of Strains and Stocks
• Objectives
– Outbred Stocks: Prevent inbreeding and genetic drift and
subsequent colony divergence
– Inbred Strains: Prevent subline divergence due to genetic
contamination and drift

Sources of Genetic Variation
• Two Main Sources
– Breeding Errors
– Genetic Drift

• Both are inevitable, but manageable.

Maintaining Inbred Strains
• Power of inbred strains in research is dependent upon
proper management.
– Genetic identity
– Repeatable research

• Many factors influence the genetic quality of inbred
strains.
– Some are easier to manage than others.
– Some simply cannot be helped (indefinitely).

• Inbred strains are not genetically stable over time.

Identity Within, Differences Between, Inbred
Strains

Outbred Laboratory Rodents--Historical Issues
• Commonly used outbred stocks of rats can trace their origins
back to the late 1500s and the practice of “rat-baiting”.
• Outbred laboratory rats arose from a small population of
individuals brought to the US in the 1890s and randomly
mated with occasional infusions of a few individuals from
natural wild or pet populations.
• Outbred population management was not considered until
the 1960s and even then had no wide spread application in
outbred rodent production.

Outbred Laboratory Rodents--Historical
Issues
• Linkage of subpopulations and new colony starts
commercially and academically have never considered
sampling error or divergence
• Current interest in preserving heterozygosity and addressing
random genetic drift are hampered by the fixation of large
amounts of the rat genome across stocks as compared to
natural populations and man.
– This is attributable to a great degree to poor management in the past.

Importance of Outbred Stocks
• Inbred strains are genetically artificial
– Close inbreeding unusual in natural populations

• Approximately 75 percent of all rats and mice produced
commercially are non-inbred (outbred).
• Worldwide pharmaceutical and CRO research consumes
over 70 percent of all of the commercially produced
laboratory animals.
• Outbred stocks characterized by genotype and phenotype
variation, more like humans and most animals
– Inbreds appropriate to certain types of studies but may not model
phenomena in naturally occurring populations
– More vigorous because heterozygosity masks detrimental recessive
mutations

Goal of Outbred Colony Management
• Maintain Heterozygosity
• Prevent temporal and colony (geographic) genetic
divergence

Differences Within, Identity Between,
Outbred Populations of the Same Stock

Random Breeding
• Assumes an infinite population size
– Every available reproductively fit animal has an equal chance of
participating in the breeding program
– There is no structured breeding program and there are no selection
criteria
– All mating is done completely at random
– Likely does not exist, even in wild populations

The Limitations on Achieving True Random
Breeding
– A significant portion of the colony is used for research and does not
have an opportunity to participate in the breeding program
– Limitations placed on the numbers and sex of animals to be produced
for research
– Physical limitations for housing the colony as well as the housing/
caging method and group size
– The need to eliminate some individuals because of poor reproductive
ability (e.g., subfertility, low litter size, etc.)
– Other unconscious selection criteria, e.g., aggressiveness,
cannibalism, morphologic/phenotypic characteristics including hair
coat and body size

Outbreeding
• A purposeful system of mating that attempts to maximize
genetic diversity by:
– Minimizing the chance of inbreeding
– Ensuring that a large percentage of the available population can
participate in the breeding system
– Minimizing/eliminating selection criteria
– Ensuring a purposeful mixing of the breeding population

Genetic Divergence
• The prevalence of various phenotypes/genotypes within a
non-inbred population is constantly changing due to a
number of factors
– Two colonies separated geographically will have their phenotypes/
genotypes independently assort and hence will likely diverge from
one another
– Eventually phenotypes may either become fixed or eliminated from
one population or the other.
– If colonies are assayed over time, the distribution of genotypes/
phenotypes will vary over time in an unpredictable fashion
• Accounts for the variation seen over time in research results
• Is an important justification for the use of concurrent controls

Genetic Divergence
•

Mutation: chance of being retained is very low

•

Natural selection: limited role in lab populations, especially if rearing
practices (“environment”) are relatively constant

•

Unconscious selection: e.g., preferentially breeding good-tempered
animals; large litter size, lack of runted offspring
– Favored genotypes (phenotypes) contribute disproportionately to the pool of
breeders

•

Drift: Fixation or loss of variant alleles within a population

•

Migration: Movement of animals between populations

Loss of Heterozygosity (inbreeding) and
Development of Genetic Divergence
• Random Genetic Drift: Most important cause
– A genetic lottery: Not all individuals in a population will contribute
genetic material equally to the next generation.
– Even if they could, Mendelian segregation would counteract .
• Heterozygotes produce equal number of gametes for each allele.
• Only 50% chance of either allele contributing to the next
generation.

An Example of Random Genetic Drift

Random Genetic Drift in 2 subpopulations
- at Gen 0 each population has 10A and 10a

Fixation Index Fst
• Compares relative level of allelic differences between
subpopulations.
• Fixation index in a natural population is influenced by:
–
–
–
–

Random genetic drift
Mutation
Migration
Natural selection

• Fst has a theoretical minimum of 0 (no genetic divergence)
and a theoretical maximum of 1 (indicating fixation for
alternative alleles in subpopulations)
– Observed maximums are usually much less than 1

Suggested Interpretation of Fixation Index
0 - 0.05 little genetic divergence
0.05 - 0.15

moderate genetic divergence

0.15 - 0.25

great genetic divergence

> 0.25

very great genetic divergence
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Loss of Heterozygosity (inbreeding) and
Development of Genetic Divergence
• Mutation
– Occurs spontaneously at a predicable rate
– If the mutation is not life threatening and is not deleterious to long
term survival or reproductive health, it may become fixed in the
population
– The level of fixation within the colony of any given mutation will vary
over time providing that it is not selected for by the breeding system
– Breeding for specific mutations may inadvertently select for other
mutations thereby effecting their frequency within the population
– Mutations do not have to become fixed--washout

Loss of Heterozygosity (inbreeding) and
Development of Genetic Divergence
• Selection
– Bottleneck: Severe temporary reduction in the number of animals
(founder affect)
– Sampling error:
• Breeders not exact representation of the colony or generation
from which they are derived
• Worse when only a small number of animals are chosen or when
siblings are used

Preventing Colony Genetic Divergence and
Inbreeding
• Avoid bottlenecks
– Outbred colonies are set-up with at least 200 breeders to avoid
genetic bottlenecks
– Each breeder is selected from a different mating (no brothers or
sisters)

• Mutation will happen
–
–
–
–

Estimated 1 mutation per 10 billion bp during replication
Mouse genome = ~3 billion bp
Estimates for single-locus functional mutation rate = 10-5 to 10-6
Can be counteracted using migration.

Preventing Colony Genetic Divergence and
Inbreeding
• Migration: movement of individuals among colonies (or
subpopulations), to prevent colony divergence
– Genetic drift can be expected to cause at least moderate genetic
divergence among outbred colonies
– Migration act as “glue” that counteracts genetic drift and limits genetic
divergence among colonies
– Rarely practiced, because of risk of microbial contamination
– Risk minimized by indirect migration to and from cesarean-derived
isolator-maintained foundation colony

Migration Counteracts Random Genetic Drift
N = effective population size
m = proportion of migrant individuals
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Preventing Colony Genetic Divergence and
Inbreeding
• Minimizing inbreeding through breeding system
– Random: all males have an equal chance of mating with all females
– Rotational systems
• Circular
• Circular pair
• Cousins
– Computer assisted--coefficient of inbreeding

Coefficient of Inbreeding with
Different Mating Systems
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IGS Rat Production Colonies
• Follow a standard IGS breeding SOP (ABC block rotation
system--circular pair)
– Colony divided into 3 family lines
– Use polygamous mating system in each line (monogamous matings
can also be used in single or two segment colonies)
– Replace female breeders from outside their line
– Replace male breeders from same line
– Select males from mothers 3rd - 5th litter
– Select only 1 pup/litter for future breed
– Select future breed from natural litters of 4 - 16 pups

IGS Foundation Colony Isolator
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IGS Outbred Rat Foundation Colonies
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Approaches to Standardization
• Forward migration from a foundation colony coupled with
phenotype/genotype testing
– Relies on regular genetic transfer
– Links all production colonies to a foundation colony
• Without isolator housing requires regular rederivation and
assumes some health risk
– Allows all colonies to evolve over time as a single unit
– Without backward migration, fixation of stable genotypes in
production colonies never reflected in foundation colony
– Monitoring used for adjustments, not just recognition of divergence

Regular Forward and Backward Migration
Colony 1

Colony 2

Foundation
Colony

Colony 3

Colony 4

Reference Colony System
New Colony Start Up
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Colony 1

Colony 2

Note: Start all new colonies with 200
foundation breeders 1pup/litter
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Colony 4

Colony 3

= Production Colony

=

Migration not associated
with start-up

IGS Forward Migration
• Procedure
– Once every 3 years, 25% of male breeding population replaced in
each production colony by IGS males from foundation colony
– HM prior to release from isolators for transfer

Rationale for Composition/Number of
Breeders Migrated
– Male breeders in a polygamous production system have the greatest
impact since each male sees multiple females
– 25 percent male replacement level is a matter of professional
judgment based on a balance between not shifting the population
too rapidly and the need to minimize genetic divergence
– The frequency of 3 year intervals is based upon the desire to keep
the number of generations to 10 or less between migrations given the
number of litters produced per breeder and the number of offspring in
the population
– These parameters may be adjusted based upon the advice of a
genetic advisory panel

Effect of Forward Migration
– Large or frequent infusions cause rapid corrections and potentially
major shifts in allele frequency of a production population
– Small or infrequent migrations make small / less significant changes
– Replacement of a portion of the breed stock in each production
colony introduces a representative sampling of the genetics of other
production colonies by way of the foundation colony
– The size and frequency of migrations of breed stock from the
foundation colony determines how quickly and completely the genetic
divergence within a production population is altered to more closely
resemble the foundation colony

Backward Migration
• Once every year, between 5 and 15% of the isolator
foundation colony is replaced by rederived breeders
– Rederivation of such breed stock is necessary to ensure the
appropriate health status of the foundation colony is maintained
– Backwardly migrated animals will be held for an appropriate
quarantine period after completing initial HM procedures to ensure
health status before integration into the foundation colony
– The purpose of the backward migration procedure is to ensure that a
representation of the production colonies are brought back to the
foundation colony

Backward Migration
•

Rationale
– Backward migration is less important compared to forward migration with
respect to standardization
– The level of 5-15% replacement ensures that changes in the foundation
colony occur more slowly than changes in production colonies
– Too rapid or too large a backward migration could cause unnecessary
variation in the foundation and hence production colonies
– The genetics advisory panel will set migration numbers and frequencies
– The migration frequency of once per year assumes that only well-integrated
genetic differences that have survived at least one forward migration will be
taken back to the foundation colony

How do we measure colony divergence
(genetic drift)?
• Need to compare variation between colonies based on
phenotypic observation.
• Can use various methods to directly examine genetic
variation.
–
–
–
–
–

Biochemical markers
Immunological markers
Minisatellites
Microsatellites
SNPs

Variables in Comparing subpopulation
• Sample size used for phenotype or genotype analysis
• Effective population numbers--need to correct for:
– Age related differences in reproductive rates
– Unequal numbers of males and females
– Inequality of family (litter) size

• Unequal population number--population size changes from
generation to generation
• Overlapping generations

Genetic Quality Control of IGS Outbred
Stocks
• Genetic Monitoring
– Unlike inbred or F1 hybrids, outbred stocks cannot be monitored for
authenticity.
– With outbred stocks loci are polymorphic (vary between individuals)
so genetic monitoring results reflect their distribution within the
population.
– Sampling (frequency and size) becomes more critical.

Comparing Colonies
• Use population genetics statistics to detect inbreeding and
genetic divergence among colonies
– Estimate of polymorphism < P >
• polymorphic genes / total genes

– Allele frequency
• % of total alleles that are of a prescribed type

– Conformity to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium
• Measure of random mating

– Estimate of average heterozygosity < H >
– Evaluation of genetic divergence among colonies
• Qualitive comparison
• Compute fixation index (FST)

Moved from Biochemical to Molecular
Genetic Markers
• Simple Sequence Length Polymorphisms (SSLP)
– Strain Distribution Patterns (SDPs) well defined (e.g. CIDR)
– Robust, flexible formats for high throughput

• Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs)
– More stable polymorphisms than SSLPs
– SDPs not well defined, yet

Microsatellites
• Short Tandem Repeats (STRs)
• Gene Mapping Tool
• May be dimeric, trimeric, or tetrameric (CG)n, (TGA)
n, (GTCG)n
• Found in Non-coding regions
• Hundreds known - well published technique
• Polymorphic

Microsatellite Advantages
• Single sample collection - sacrifice not required - any
tissue can be used. No need to ship live animals (= less
cost)
• Only a few polymorphic markers are required for routine
monitoring
• Analysis is quick; simple interpretation
• High sample throughput
• Non-Rad
• Can differentiate between substrains

Principle of Microsatellite PCR
Non-STR = 50 bp
FP
STR
RP

Inbred Strain 1 (CT)40 = 130 bp
Inbred Strain 2 (CT)45 = 140 bp
Inbred Strain 3 (CT)50 = 150 bp

Principle of Microsatellite PCR, continued
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Summary
• Outbred stocks will continue to play an important role in
biomedical research.
• The preservation of heterozygosity in outbred stocks and the
linking of subpopulations are critical to production of outbred
animals.
• While genetic monitoring of outbreds can be used to
compare subpopulations, such comparisons are relatively
qualitative and are time sensitive.
• A comprehensive population genetic management program
is essential to preventing temporal and geographic colony
divergence while preserving heterozygosity in outbred
laboratory animals.

